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ABSTRACT
In the 1960s Jean Guiart bought ifteen «New Guinea» 
woodcarvings from Gene van Grecken in Sydney for the 
National Museum of the Arts of Africa and Oceania in 
Paris and published nine of them. Some authorities on 
New Guinea art considered them forgeries and two of 
these advised Guiart of this but he rejected their judge-
ment. he issue was referred to only once in print very 
briely in a Sotheby’s sales catalogue. In 1987, van Grec-
ken ofered a further seven «New Guinea» woodcarvings 
for sale at auction in Sydney. hey are similar to those 
bought by Guiart and are also inauthentic. his essay 
illustrates twelve of the carvings van Grecken sold to 
Guiart in the 1960s and the seven carvings he ofered 
for sale in 1987 and argues for the view that they are not 
forgeries but part of a hoax perpetrated by an Australian 
artist, who remains anonymous, perhaps to see whether 
experts on New Guinea art can tell genuine woodcar-
vings from pastiches. 
Keywords: material culture, woodcarvings, forger-
ies, hoax, New Guinea 
RÉSUMÉ
Dans les années 1960, Jean Guiart a acheté quinze sculp-
tures sur bois « Nouvelle-Guinée » de Gene van Grecken a 
Sydney pour le musée nationale d’Afrique et d’Océanie à 
Paris et a publié neuf d’entre eux. Des autorités sur l’art 
de Nouvelle-Guinée les ont considerées comme contrefa-
çons et deux de ces derniers ont donné des conseils sur ce 
sujet à Guiart qui a rejeté leur jugement. La question a été 
mentionée seulement une fois en noir sur blanc trés brieve-
ment dans un catalogue des ventes de Sotheby. En 1987, 
van Grecken a encore proposé à la vente aux enchères sept 
sculptures sur bois de « Nouvelle-Guinée » à Sydney. Elles 
sont semblables à celles achetées précédemment par Guiart 
et pas plus authentiques. Cet article illustre douze des sculp-
tures que van Grecken a vendu à Guiart dans les années 
soixante et les sept mises en vente en 1987 et expose les 
raisons pour lesquelles elles ne sont pas des contrefaçons mais 
un canular monté par un artiste australien resté anonyme, 
peut-étre pour voir si les experts en art de Nouvelle-Guinée 
pouvaient distinguer les sculptures véritables des pastiches.
Mots-clés : culture materielle, sculptures sur bois, 
contrefaçons, canular, Nouvelle-Guinée
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1. his essay was written in July 2006 and revised in April 2011. A number of minor corrections were made in October 
2016. I am grateful to a number of colleagues for discussing the ideas in this essay with me or commenting on drafts of it, 
to Yves Le Fur for showing me the objects Guiart bought from van Grecken for the nmaao, and to Gene van Grecken for 
Fifteen woodcarvings sold by Gene van 
Grecken to Jean Guiart in 1966
In 1963 Jean Guiart published he Arts of the 
South Paciic, the irst survey devoted entirely to 
the material arts of this region. hree years later 
he visited Gene van Grecken, a Sydney tribal art 
dealer and collector, and bought ifteen woodcar-
vings from him for the National Museum of the 
Arts of Africa and Oceania in Paris (nmaao) now 
incorporated into the Musée du Quai Branly.1
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showing me his collection in 1997 and 2003 and a number of discussions between November 2005 and February 2006. I 
am especially indebted to van Grecken for generously sharing information with me and correcting mistakes in earlier drafts 
of the essay, although he is not in sympathy with its aims, and to Jean Guiart for extensive comments on a draft of the essay 
in letters dated 28. February, 15. March, 19. March, and 27. June 2006 and for sending me a copy of his book of 2003.
2. he 1968 catalogue does not provide the registration numbers of the pieces borrowed from the nmaao; however the 
descriptions and measurements stated in the catalogue permit their identiication. Ills 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11 in this 
essay correspond to those listed in the catalogue as Nr 38, 36, 37, 26, 27, 6, 7, and 8 respectively.
3. According to the nmaao catalogue card for this item (Ill. 1 in this essay), it was acquired by van Grecken from Mel 
Ward, Meadlow Baths Museum. 
4. Barry Craig has mentioned to me that the information about Woodman needs a correction. he irst district oicer 
to be stationed at Ambunti was R.A. Woodward, in 1924. Lieut-Colonel H.E. Woodman was an assistant district oicer at 
Wewak in 1927 (Craig, 1996: 5).
In 1967 Guiart published nine of these car-
vings (Ills 1-9 in the present essay) in an article 
« Art primitif et “structures” » and claimed they 
demonstrate that Sepik artworks have far greater 
stylistic variability than is generally recognised. 
In 1969 he republished seven of them (Ills 1, 2, 
3, 5, 6, 8, and 9 in this essay) in another article, 
« he Concept of Norm in the Art of Some 
Oceanic Societies », and claimed they show that 
the borders between Sepik style regions are much 
more luid than is generally thought. 
Between these years, Guiart (Guiart et al., 
1968) included eight of the ifteen pieces he 
bought from van Grecken in 1966 in an exhi-
bition entitled Art d’Océanie shown at the Nou-
veau Musée du Havre. Only one of them, that 
in Ill. 1 in this essay, was illustrated in the cata-
logue; namely, on its cover. Six of the eight car-
vings had been published in the 1967 essay (Ills 
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 in this essay); the other two 
included in the exhibition (Ills 10 and 11 in this 
essay) are published in Guiart’s book of 2003.2 
In Guiart’s essay of 1967, one of the objects 
is recorded as having come from the collection 
of Gene van Grecken,3 one from that of Cap-
tain Godenev, Director of the Matson Line, four 
from that of Ernest Wauchope, Hansa Bay, one 
from that of Franz Werner, Melbourne, and two 
from that of Colonel Woodman, the irst district 
oicer stationed at Ambunti.4 No doubt, this in-
formation was given to Guiart by van Grecken. 
Some readers of Guiart’s essays, including Da-
vid Moore and Peter White of the Anthropology 
Department at the Australian Museum, thought 
the carvings published in them were forgeries. 
In their letter to Guiart of 28. November 1968, 
they wrote with regard to the 1967 essay « we 
venture to suggest that some or all of these items 
may not be of native workmanship ». hey ofe-
red a number of reasons for this suggestion. One 
was that none of the specimens in the Australian 
Museum’s extensive Melanesian collection at all 
resembled the pieces in question; not even the 
lute-stoppers and limegourd-stoppers collected 
for the museum by Wauchope on the Sepik. 
Nor could they ind anything like them in the 
literature. hey advised Guiart that they had 
consulted S[tephen] Kellner, S[tan] Moriarty, 
D[ouglas] Newton, and A. [Tony] Tuckson – all 
now deceased – and all agreed that « your spe-
cimens are not characteristic of the regions to 
which they are attributed ».
In fact Douglas Newton, in his letter to Peter 
White of 5. November 1968, had expressed 
himself more strongly, writing that he was cer-
tain the pieces were forgeries. 
Moore and White also mentioned in their let-
ter to Guiart:
« You may not be aware that there is a very skilful 
forger of ethnographic works of art operating in Aus-
tralia. It is strongly suspected here that this forger has 
produced many works of art, excellent in their own 
right, with close stylistic similarities to ethnographic 
art from various parts of the world. »
Exercising caution, they drew no connection 
between this « forger » and the pieces Guiart had 
bought from van Grecken. 
In a second letter, dated 16. April 1969, Moore 
and White advised Guiart that in response to their 
enquiries, H.E. Woodman had told them that he 
did not recognise the two pieces attributed to his 
collection as having been his and that A.M. Gor-
denev had told them that he was neither a cap-
tain nor a director of the Matson Line but Master 
on the S.S. Ventura of that company and did not 
have a collection from which the piece attributed 
to him could have come. By 1969 Wauchope and 
Werner were no longer alive.
Van Grecken has pointed out to me that the 
advice regarding Go(r)denev involves a confu-
sion between two persons with similar names. He 
showed me an old letter regarding the sale of Ocea-
nic artworks, dated 29. December 1957 and sig-
ned by Captain J. Godenev, Director, on Matson 
Line stationary. He said that the carving he sold to 
Guiart was from J. Godenev, not A.M. Gordenev. 
Guiart, in his reply to Moore and White of 
3. May 1969, rejected their suggestion that the 
objects he had published were inauthentic. He 
told them that he was not surprised that the pro-
venances of some of the objects he had bought 
seemed to be incorrect, that there was no proof 
that the objects were forgeries, and that stylistic 
considerations regarding their authenticity were 
inconclusive as there were too many New Gui-
nea objects in museums that were unknown and 
unpublished. He wrote that he had been dealing 
with New Guinea objects since 1944 and that, if 
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the pieces in question were forgeries, their crea-
tor would have to be an « artistic genius ».6 
None of Guiart’s critics published their views 
and in an exhibition catalogue of 1975, written 
by Marie-Claire Bataille, François Lupu, and 
Jean-Michel Chazine, with Guiart’s assistance, 
four of the pieces ex van Grecken were published 
once again (Ills 3, 4, 5, and 9 in this essay) as 
genuine Sepik carvings.
Of the ifteen pieces Guiart bought from van 
Grecken in 1966, nine were published by him in 
1967 and had their authenticity challenged by 
a number of experts (Ills 1-9 in this essay). Two 
more were included in the 1968 exhibition, but 
not illustrated in the catalogue, and they too look 
inauthentic (Ills 10 and 11). A twelfth carving is 
also of dubious authenticity and is shown in Ill. 
12. Below, these twelve artworks are referred to 
as Group A.7 he remaining three pieces are not 
discussed in this essay. Two pieces, a Huon Gulf 
betelnut mortar (nmaao 66-14.6) and a New 
Ireland malagan sculpture (nmaao 66-14.15), 
are omitted because they are authentic Melane-
sian artworks. he third carving, a « Maori » fork 
(nmaao 66-14.14), is left aside, despite being a 
pastiche, because it is carved in a Maori style. Its 
discussion would complicate this essay unduly.
In 1976, some of the woodcarvings Guiart had 
published in his 1967 essay were on permanent 
display at the nmaao. When Christian Kauf-
mann and Jean Guiart viewed them together 
in March of that year, Guiart still expressed the 
view that the pieces demonstrated the originality 
of individual New Guinea woodcarvers. Kauf-
mann voiced doubts about their authenticity but 
Guiart rejected them. he objects remained on 
display until the early 1980s (Christian Kauf-
mann, 7. Feb. 2006: personal communication).
Philippe Peltier has also had doubts about the 
authenticity of the pieces in Ills 1-12 since he 
irst saw them. hese doubts have increased 
considerably in recent years, as the patina of 
some of them has come to look more and more 
« strange » and unlike that of authentic pieces 
from the Sepik region (2. and 29. March 2006: 
personal communications). 
In print, the whole issue has been alluded to 
only once; namely, when Carlo Monzino ofe-
red for sale a « ceremonial lime stick, Yuat River, 
Biwat » at Sotheby’s, New York, on 10. Novem-
ber 1987, as Lot 126. He had acquired the piece 
from Wayne Heathcote, who had bought it from 
van Grecken. To squash any suggestion that this 
object, ofered with an estimate of US $ 100 000 
to 120 000, had been made by van Grecken, the 
catalogue entry said that it was 
« a remarkable and unique work of art by a brilliant 
artist who managed to combine …color, forms and 
volumes in a masterful synthesis » and that « van 
Grecken [had] …probably used it as a model for a 
large series of copies which were published a[t] a later 
date (Guiart, 1967 and 1969). »
he second comment in the catalogue invites 
a number of responses. First, the pieces Guiart 
had bought from van Grecken and published 
are by no stretch of the imagination « copies » 
of the « ceremonial lime stick ». None resembles 
it and each is an original creation diferent from 
every other. Second, the catalogue entry suggests 
5. Editor’s note. –Illustrtions 1-12 are © Musée du quai Branly-Jacques Chirac. Photos Jacques Germain.
6. I am grateful to Jim Specht for mentioning this correspondence to me and to Peter White and especially Jan Brazier 
for locating it in the Australian Museum archives. he reference is AN 91/31, Anthropology Division - Correspondence 
with Individuals. Item 14 Prof. J. Guiart 1969-71.
7. In 1976, Guiart bought another ifteen woodcarvings from van Grecken (nmaao 76.1.1 – 15). Most are clearly genu-
ine Melanesian artworks but two or three seem not to be authentic. heir inclusion here would not throw much extra light 
on the issues under discussion. 
Illustration 1. – MdQB 72.1966.14.2 (previously 
mnao 66.14.2). 30 cm high, negative 66-112.  
nmaao registration card: no function recorded, 
Yuat River, ex Mel Ward Collection.  
Guiart (1967: Fig. 2; 1969: Plate 61): Yuat River, 
top of lime spatula.  
Guiart et al. (1968: exhibit Nr 38, front cover): 
Yuat River, standing igure. 
(© Musée du quai Branly-Jacques Chirac. Photo 
Jacques Germain)5
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that van grecken had made the « copies » guiart 
published, but provides no evidence to support 
the suggestion. hird, the euphemism « copies » 
hides the fact that the catalogue comment im-
plies that van grecken had engaged in deception 
in selling the pieces to guiart. he comment im-
plies this as he had sold the carvings referred to, 
not as his own work, but as new guinea pieces 
from the collections of godenev, wauchope, 
werner, and woodman, as indicated in guiart’s 
1967 essay.8 fourth, and most important: are the 
objects published in guiart’s essays of 1967 and 
1969 indeed not genuine new guinea artworks? 
if so, did van grecken in fact make them? and, 
if they are not genuine, are they forgeries, as is 
generally assumed in tribal art circles, or are they 
part of a hoax?
here is a great diference between a forger 
and a hoaxer. a forger hopes that his deception 
is never discovered because he wants to beneit 
from it. in contrast, a hoaxer normally discloses 
at some stage that he has engaged in a humorous 
or mischievous deception because he has other 
motives; for example, he may wish to show that 
so-called experts do not have as much expertise as 
they think they have.
he forger han van meegeren only admit-
ted making paintings in the style of vermeer 
and selling them as genuine works by this artist 
when faced with a gaol sentence for exporting 
a national treasure to hermann göring during 
world war ii (Dutton, 1983). in contrast, 
James mcauley and harold stewart voluntarily 
disclosed their literary deception – their hoax – 
within a few months of committing it in 1944. 
in one of the greatest literary hoaxes ever, they 
had composed what they considered very bad 
poems in the modernist style they abhorred, had 
invented ern malley as their late author, and 
had sent them to max harris, the editor of the 
australian literary magazine Angry Penguins, who 
8. in guiart’s 1967 essay, only one of the nine woodcarvings he had bought from van grecken is shown as having 
come from the latter (fig. 2 in guiart’s essay; ill. 1 in this essay). in his 1969 essay, van grecken is not mentioned at all. 
he catalogue cards for the items at the nmaao record that all of them were purchased from van grecken. i am indebted 
to philippe peltier for sending me copies of the nmaao cards, photocopies of photographs of the objects, and the new 
registration numbers in the musée du Quai branly. 
illustration 2. – mdQb 72.1966.14.8 (previously 
mnao 66.14.8). 38 cm high, negative 66-114.  
nmaao registration card: sepik river, lute stop-
per, ex wauchope collection.  
guiart (1967: fig.3; 1969, plate 62): probably 
yuat river, top of lime spatula. 
guiart et al. (1968: exhibit nr 36): yuat river, 
lute stopper
illustration 3. – mdQb 72.1966.14.3 (previously 
mnao 66.14.3). 39 cm high, negative 66-115. 
nmaao registration card: no function or locality 
recorded, ex wauchope collection. 
guiart (1967: fig. 4): middle sepik, top of lime spatula.  
guiart et al. (1968, exhibit nr 37): yuat river, 
standing igure.  
guiart (1969: plate 65): ?middle sepik or lower 
yuat river, lime spatula.  
bataille et al. (1975): yuat river, lime-container 
stopper
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promptly published them as the works of a ine 
previously unknown poet (heyward, 2003).
Seven woodcarvings sold by Gene van 
Grecken at auction in 1987
when i started work on this essay, it was ob-
vious to me that one way of trying to ind ans-
wers to the questions raised was to interview van 
grecken. however, before doing so i wanted to 
form my own judgement whether the objects un-
der discussion are genuine or not, if not genuine 
whether they are forgeries or part of a hoax, and 
whether they are likely to be by one hand or a 
number of hands.
in order to do this, i examined my photo-
graphs of a group of « new guinea » carvings 
which i had viewed some years ago, long before 
i became aware of the guiart essays of 1967 and 
1969. he seven objects in the group (ills 13-19) 
were ofered for sale on 22. June 1987 at J. r. 
lawson, the sydney auction house now opera-
ting as lawson-menzies.9 hey are referred to as 
group b below. i was told by lawson’s that the 
vendor did not want his name disclosed but i 
have since learnt that they were ofered for sale 
by van grecken (see below). 
it is worth quoting the catalogue descriptions 
of them, which, it seems, were provided by van 
grecken:10 
[lot] 95 a fertility amulet in the form of a female an-
cestral igure, humboldt bay …[ill. 19 in this essay.]
[lot] 96 a very early carved wood sculpture of 
igures love making, asmat …[ill. 16 in this essay.]
[lot] 99 a carved wood lute stopper in the form 
of a female ancestral igure, the stylised head of a sea 
eagle …humboldt bay …[ill. 14 in this essay.] 
[lot] 100 a carved wood lute stopper in the form 
of a male ancestral igure with carved eagle surmount 
…humboldt bay…[ill. 13 in this essay.]
[lot] 101 a carved wood lute stopper in the form 
of a male ancestral igure, humboldt bay…[ill. 18 
in this essay.] 
9. he photographs were taken during the viewing at lawson’s, with lawson’s permission.
10. lawson’s solicitors, henry Davis york, advised the solicitor of the buyer of three of the objects in their letter of 18. 
January 1988 that lawson’s had « catalogued [the items] …in accordance with the vendor’s description » of them. he letter 
has been given to me by the buyer of the objects. 
illustration 4. – mdQb 72.1966.14.4 (previously 
mnao 66.14.4). 36 cm high, negative 66-120. 
nmaao registration card: no function recorded, 
ambunti, ex woodman collection. 
guiart (1967: fig. 5): middle sepik, top of lime 
spatula. 
bataille et al. (1975): ambunti, lime-container 
stopper
illustration 5. – mdQb 72.1966.14.7 (previously 
mnao 66.14.7). 37 cm high, negative 66-119. 
nmaao registration card: lute or lime-container 
stopper, sepik river, ex woodman collection. 
guiart (1967: fig. 6): middle sepik, top of lime 
spatula. 
guiart (1969: plate 67): lower yuat river, lime 
spatula. 
bataille et al. (1975): without precise localisation, 
lime-container stopper
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tional woodcarvings from this island. of course 
much more is now known about new guinea 
art than in the 1960s when guiart published his 
two essays. but even then the experts mentioned 
above considered them inauthentic.
stylistically, the great majority of the carvings 
fall into two groups. one group is composed of 
igures with projecting buttocks and generally 
distorted body parts (esp. ills 1, 3, 7, 9, 13, 14, 
18, and 19), the other of graceful openwork car-
vings in which the open spaces in the interior of 
the sculptures provide much of the sculptural 
efect (ills 8, 10, 11, 15, and 16). he piece in ill. 
6 has both attributes and unites the two groups.
he nineteen carvings have a number of features 
in common that distinguish them from authen-
tic new guinea artworks and make it likely that 
they were made by one person.
first, in each group there is at least one piece 
in which sex is treated in a way that is foreign to 
[lot] 102 an extremely rare, carved wood free stan-
ding igure, squatting and hermaphroditic, the elf-
like face with phallic nose …hunstein mountains…
[ill. 15 in this essay.]
[lot] 103 lake sentani - a phallic symbol depicting 
two generations, extremely rare …[ill. 17 in this essay.]
knowing then even less than now about new 
guinea art outside the massim region, i thought 
they were outstanding new guinea pieces and 
sent photos of them to anthony meyer in case 
he was interested in bidding for them. he was 
not, as he considered them forgeries. 
all seven were consigned for sale by van grec-
ken. when i checked with lawson’s a few years 
ago, they could not conirm that he was the ven-
dor because they no longer had the documents 
relating to 1987 sales. however, i have a letter, 
mentioned in footnote 10, which indicates that 
the pieces in lots 100, 101, and 103 (ills 13, 18, 
and 17 respectively) were consigned by van grec-
ken. he has told me himself that he consigned 
those in lots 96, 99 and 102 (ills 16, 14, and 15 
respectively). i have no direct evidence that the 
carving in lot 95 (ill. 19) was consigned by him, 
but it is stylistically closely related to that in lot 
101 (ill. 18) and had the same very high estimate 
as the other pieces consigned by him. 
lot 95 (ill. 19) sold to a sydney collector who still 
has it at the time of writing. lots 100, 101, and 
103 (ills 13, 18, and 17 respectively) sold to a syd-
ney dealer who resold them later.11 lots 99 and 102 
(ills 14 and 15) probably sold but i do not know to 
whom. lot 96 (ill. 16) did not sell and is still in van 
grecken’s collection at the time of writing. 
when the buyer of lots 100, 101, and 103 (ills 
13, 18, and 17) sought a valuation for them from 
galleries primitif in sydney, the gallery declined 
to give one because, they wrote, « in our opinion, 
they do not appear to be authentic »12. two other 
well-known experts also declared the objects for-
geries.13 attempts to return the pieces to lawson’s 
reached a point where lawson’s legal representa-
tives suggested that a « conference might be held 
at its [lawson’s] oice with mr van grecken [pre-
sumably as vendor of the objects], lawson’s repre-
sentatives, your client and such expert as he may 
care to bring with him ».
14 
however, due to rising 
legal costs the buyer abandoned the attempt to 
recover his money before the meeting was held. 
all the nineteen carvings discussed in this essay 
were sold or ofered for sale by van grecken. few, 
if any, experts with a deep knowledge of new gui-
nea art would now regard them as genuine tradi-
11. in 2002, i bought one of these pieces, that in ill. 18, from a private collector when i recognised it as one of the igures 
i had photographed at lawson’s in 1987.
12. letter from galleries primitif, dated 24. november 1987 and signed by the late leo fleischmann, now in my possession.
13. a letter from the buyer’s solicitors to lawson’s, dated 24. July 1987 mentions that « several independent tribal art 
experts …advised that the …lots are clearly forgeries » and another letter from them, to lawson’s solicitors, dated 2. 
february 1988, names three experts, including leo fleischmann. he letters are in my possession.
14. letter from henry Davis york, solicitors acting for lawson’s, dated 18. march 1988, now in my possession.
illustration 6. – mdQb 72.1966.14.9 (previously 
mnao 66.14.9). 36 cm high, negative 66-113. 
nmaao registration card: lute stopper, sepik 
river, ex wauchope collection. 
guiart (1967: fig. 7; 1969: plate 66): middle 
sepik, (top of ) lime spatula. 
guiart et al. (1968: exhibit nr 26): sepik river, 
lute stopper
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15. his is a so-called Shelah-na-gig igure. according to John sharkey (1975), such igures are common in irish castles 
and churches and are representations of the celtic goddess of creation and destruction. Jørgen anderson (1977), who also 
reproduces this carving, proposes that they are protective igures. 
16.  group sex and fellatio are rendered in some new guinea woodcarvings made for the ‘tourist’ trade, such as those 
made in the trobriand islands, but that is another matter altogether.
17. hese remarks are intended to apply, not to the highly fragile malagan carvings of new ireland made from a light 
wood and intended for use in a single ceremony, but to the woodcarvings of the wider sepik, lake sentani, and asmat 
regions (the putative origin of the sculptures discussed in this essay), which are intended for repeated use. 
traditional new guinea art. his can be seen in 
the pieces in ills 9, 16 and 19. he human igure 
of group a in ill. 9 is under attack from crea-
tures that appear to be pecking at various parts 
of its body. one of the creatures is pecking at the 
igure’s large protruding tongue, another at its 
large penis. he human igure of group b in ill. 
19 holds its vulva wide open suggesting sexual 
deiance or an invitation to sexual intercourse. 
he piece is highly reminiscent of a carved stone 
igure holding its vulva open on a norman 
church at kilpeck, herefordshire, england (ill. 
20).15 another piece of group b is shown in ill. 
16. it could be taken for a stylised praying man-
tis but, on closer inspection, it can also be seen 
as two stylised human igures positioned to have 
oral sex in the 69 position.
while fertility images are important in tradi-
tional new guinea art and images of sex organs, 
sexual intercourse, pregnancy, and mother-and-
child relations are part of its artistic repertoire 
(Dirk smidt in friede, 1995, vol. ii: 45-46), 
sexual sadism or masochism, sexual invitation or 
deiance, and oral sex are not.16 
 second, in both groups of objects there are 
pieces that are more fragile and structurally less 
sound than is normal for mainland new gui-
nea carvings intended to last for some time. he 
neck of the half-human and half-avian igure of 
group a in ill. 7 is not strong enough to support 
the large head securely. he igure of group b 
in ill. 13 is also structurally unsound. he bird 
at the back of the igure is attached to the head 
by too thin a piece of wood and the igure’s arms 
are too distant from its trunk to withstand use 
by villagers. indeed, the bird may well have been 
carved separately from the igure and attached to 
it. in contrast, mainland new guinea carvings 
are normally carved from one piece of wood and 
tend to be structurally sound to minimise the 
chance of damage.17 
illustration 7. – mdQb 72.1966.14.10 (previous-
ly mnao 66.14.10). 29 cm high, negative 66-111. 
nmaao registration card: lute stopper, sepik  
river, ex wauchope collection. 
guiart (1967: fig. 8): middle sepik, top of lime 
spatula
illustration 8. – mdQb 72.1966.14.11 (previously 
mnao 66.14.11). 42.5 cm high, negative 66-116. 
nmaao registration card: no function recorded, 
asmat, ex franz werner collection. 
guiart (1967: fig. 9): south-east coast west irian, 
sculpture
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hird, none of the pieces seems to have close 
counterparts among authentic new guinea 
pieces. traditional new guinea artworks come 
in types. lime spatulas can serve as an example. 
within each style region where they are used, 
there are likely to be a number of designs of 
spatulas and of most of the designs a number of 
examples are extant.
here are some traditional new guinea ar-
tworks from the early contact period that are 
unique and have solid provenances. a unique 
piece may be the only example that survives of a 
type of objects or of a particular variation of this 
type. but such unique pieces are relatively rare. 
in short, as kaufmann (greub, 1985: 35) notes 
with regard to sepik art, « (a)lmost every indivi-
dual piece can be assigned to a larger or smaller 
group of similarly crafted works. such groups, 
despite individual diferences, speak a common 
language ».
in contrast, each of the nineteen pieces com-
prising groups a and b appears to lack a close 
counterpart among authentic new guinea ar-
tworks. he signiicance of this lies in the fact 
that each group was ofered for sale on one occa-
sion. it would be an extraordinary coincidence if 
a whole bundle of authentic pieces lacking coun-
terparts in well-provenanced collections turned 
up together on one occasion - and this indeed 
twice.
fourth, while some of the pieces are stylistically 
related to pieces of particular new guinea style 
regions, each group contains pieces which, while 
having a vague relationship to new guinea 
sculptures in general, have no direct relationship 
to the style of any particular style region. 
he style of the anthropomorphic sculpture 
of group b in ill. 17 is reminiscent of the lake 
sentani style but it is unclear what its function 
could have been. he projection at the bottom 
of the carving suggests it could be a lute stopper 
but there are no lute stoppers in the lake sen-
tani region. as already mentioned, the carving of 
group b in ill. 16 can be interpreted as an asmat 
praying mantis but the asmat do not carve hu-
man igures performing oral sex, let alone in the 
69 position. a slightly similar carving of group 
a (ill. 8) is attributed by guiart to the south-east 
coast of irian Jaya - now (west) papua - but it is 
unclear what its function could have been. an 
anthropomorphic carving of group a (ill. 1) is 
attributed by guiart to the yuat river area and 
the style of the arms of the igure and perhaps 
of the nose do resemble the style of igures from 
illustration 9. – mdQb 72. 1966.14.1 (previous-
ly mnao 66.14.1). 42 cm high, negative 66-133. 
nmaao registration card: no function or locality 
recorded, ex godenev collection. 
guiart (1967: fig. 10): middle sepik, ?top of lute 
stopper. 
guiart (1969: plate 68): middle sepik or cham-
bri lakes, ?lime spatula, male image covered with 
birdlike, crawling, small beings. 
bataille et al. (1975): yuat river, masculine igure 
pecked by birds
illustration 10. – mdQb 72.1966.14.12 (pre-
viously mnao 66.14.12). 28.5 cm high, negative 
66-127 b. 
nmaao registration card: no function recorded, 
asmat. 
guiart et al. (1968, exhibit nr 7): asmat, seated 
igure. guiart (2003: 142): hunstein mountains?
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there. but the elongated neck and elongated, 
highly stylised head of the igure are unlike any-
thing else from this area.
however, most of the pieces of the two groups 
of carvings are not carved in the style of particu-
lar culture regions. many are vaguely reminiscent 
of sepik river carvings; some borrow individual 
stylistic elements from particular culture regions; 
others, for example the pieces in ills 10 and 15, 
appear to be stylistically entirely original in a sur-
realist manner. 
fifth, it is unclear what the function of the pieces 
with short pegs could have been. his is relected 
in the diferent descriptions some of them are gi-
ven by the vendor and those who published them. 
it seems that van grecken described the carvings 
with short pegs at the bottom in ills 5, 6, 13, and 
14 as lute stoppers when he sold them or ofered 
them for sale.18 (he object in ill. 1 is another with 
a short peg but its function is not recorded on the 
museum registration card.) however, guiart in 
his 1967 and 1969 essays described those in ills 1, 
5, and 6 as the tops of lime spatulas and bataille et 
al. in their 1975 catalogue described the carving 
in ill. 5 as a lime-container stopper. 
most sepik lime spatulas are long, slim, and car-
ved from one piece of wood (for example, friede, 
2005, plates 194, 197; kelm, 1966-68, vol. iii, 
ills 224, 481, 482; wardwell, 1971, ills 123) or 
bone (friede, 2005, plate 192; greub, 1985, 
ills 38, 39; grunne, 1979, fig. 3.20; wardwell, 
1971, ills 124, 125). a smaller number have a 
small wooden top to which a long slim bone or 
wooden blade is attached (kelm, 1966-68, vol. 
iii, il. 483; wardwell, 1971, ill. 85).19 
in principle, the carvings in ills 1, 5, 6, 13, and 
14 in this essay could be the tops of lime spatulas 
to which blades had never been attached. but, 
judging by the examples in kelm and wardwell 
just mentioned, they are too large and too bulky 
to have been carved for this purpose.
on the other hand, their pegs are too small for 
them to have served as stoppers for lime contai-
ners or lutes. two lime-container stoppers in the 
literature that show the complete peg have pegs 
measuring approximately 9 cm (friede, 2005, 
plate 188; kelm, 1966-68, vol. ii, ill. 124). ten 
18. i am assuming that the function of the objects recorded on the nmaao registration cards for the objects bought from 
van grecken relects information provided by him. to distinguish between the information probably supplied by van 
grecken and judgements expressed by guiart and bataille et al. in their publications, all the information is recorded in the 
captions of the illustrations of the objects in this essay.
19. wardwell incorrectly describes the objects in ills 85, 124, and 125 as « lime tube stoppers ».
illustration 11. – mdQb 72.1966.14.13 (pre-
viously mnao 66.14.13). 58.5 cm high, negative 
66-117. nmaao registration card: no function 
recorded, asmat. 
guiart et al. (1968, exhibit nr 8): asmat, 
openwork woodcarving.  
guiart (2003: 144)
illustration 12. – mdQb 72.1966.14.5 (previously 
mnao 66.14.5). 45.5 cm high, negative 66-118. 
nmaao registration card: no function recorded, 
ambunti added (in pencil, ex woodman collection)
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lute stoppers in the literature that show the com-
plete peg have pegs measuring between approxi-
mately 4.3 and 14 cm, with the longer pegs pre-
dominating (friede, 2005, plates 176, 238, 249, 
250, 257; greub, 1985, ill. 46; schmitz, n.d., 
plates 88, 90; wardwell, 1971, ills 50, 100).20 in 
contrast, the pegs of the sculptures in ills 1, 5, 6, 
13, and 14 measure between approximately 1.5 
and 2.9 cm.21 it seems unlikely that such short 
pegs would keep carvings measuring between 30 
and 37 cm securely in place in bamboo tubes.
so, there are good reasons for the view that the 
objects illustrated are not genuine new guinea 
carvings and for thinking that they were made 
by one person. and, moreover, a person familiar 
with surrealism, western sexual practices, and 
Shelah-na-gig igures; that is, almost certainly a 
westerner and probably one who lived in aus-
tralia when the objects were made as they all 
come from van grecken’s collection. 
here is one piece of evidence inconsistent with 
these conclusions. françois lupu’s entry in the 
catalogue co-edited by him with bataille and 
chazine (1975) for the sculpture shown here in 
ill. 9 reports that this piece comes from biwat 
and was carved by malwat in relatively recent 
times. he entry reports that malwat’s family 
came from nbôbten on the keram river but 
that this carving was inspired by the biwat style 
and expressed a theme of his village nbêt. presu-
mably, lupu had been aware that the authentici-
ty of the piece had been questioned and showed 
photos of it to informants during his new gui-
nea ieldwork in 1972.
it is a pity that he does not report the time of 
production of the piece more accurately nor the 
purpose for which malwat carved it. according 
to van grecken it comes from the godenev col-
lection and judging by the letter from godenev 
already mentioned it was in this collection by 
1957. could malwat have carved it in 1957 or 
before? in his 1967 essay guiart speculated that 
the piece is the top of a lute stopper, in his 1969 
essay that it is the top of a lime spatula. in the 
1975 catalogue it is described as a male igure 
being pecked by birds. Did lupu not inquire for 
what purpose it had been carved? 
as the information reported by lupu is very li-
mited despite the controversial nature of the car-
ving and as there seem to be no biwat or keram 
river pieces with a similarly sado-masochistic 
theme, i submit that lupu’s informant told him 
an invented story. it is easy to think of a range of 
reasons as to why he did this but impossible to 
guess which was operative. 
further evidence regarding the authenticity of 
this piece and the other carvings under discus-
sion may be obtained by carefully assessing their 
patina, by checking whether the woods used are 
those the people of the regions to which they are 
attributed would normally have used, and by 
trying to ind evidence of the carving tools and 
practices used in making them. however, this is 
beyond the scope of this essay.
Forgeries or hoax pieces?
so, if the nineteen pieces illustrated here were 
made by a westerner, is there evidence regarding 
the person’s identity and whether they are forge-
ries or part of a hoax? 
i will address the second question irst: are the 
pieces in question forgeries or part of a hoax? 
he person who made them clearly had a consi-
derable knowledge of new guinea art and cer-
tainly had the skill to make carvings that would 
not easily be recognisable as inauthentic. hence 
one must ask why so many of them have features 
that almost shout out their inauthenticity. he 
artist who made them seems to have wanted to 
illustrations 13-14. – whereabouts unknown; 
lawson’s sale, 22. June 1987, lot 100 and lot 
99. approx. 33 cm high. humboldt bay, lute 
stoppers (© photo harry beran in 1987)
20. guiart published two lime-container stoppers and one lute stopper in his book he Arts of the South Paciic (1963, 
ills 170, 171, 181) but their pegs are incompletely photographed or invisible.
21.  he length of the pegs is estimated on the basis of the photographs of the objects reproduced in this essay.
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original sculptures is an interesting mistake as 
it highlights how little individual originality in 
traditional new guinea woodcarving is studied. 
surely such superb, stunningly original works as 
the sepik river headrest and huon gulf ladle in 
John friede’s book (2005, plates 85 and 385) de-
mand such research.22 if more of it were done, it 
would be easier to assess the authenticity of high-
ly unusual sculptures, like those discussed here. 
as forgeries the pieces illustrated in this essay 
are not very good because most people with a 
sound knowledge of new guinea art recognise 
them as not genuine. but as part of a hoax they 
are brilliant because they distinguish between ex-
perts with a good knowledge of new guinea art 
and those whose knowledge is not quite as deep. 
here are certain aspects of some of the sculp-
tures under discussion which are only possible 
because the carvings are not genuine new gui-
nea artworks. 
he igure in ill. 19 is perhaps a parody of tra-
ditional new guinea woodcarvings. by depic-
ting a female blatantly displaying her vulva for 
intercourse or in a gesture of deiance, the artist 
may be poking fun at the comparative blandness 
with which sexual organs are depicted in sepik 
river art as symbols of fertility.
he sculpture in ill. 15 is an abstract depiction 
of a squatting anthropomorphic creature that 
greatly distorts the human form in a highly ori-
ginal surrealist manner. it would not be out of 
place in the western art world. its greatest origi-
nality lies in the two ways it borrows from new 
guinea art. he sculpture imitates the squatting 
posture of some new guinea igures and has 
a face reminiscent of sepik masks. and it was 
carved from an hourglass-shaped new guinea 
drum. he igure retains the shape of the drum 
and its long curved nose is part of the former 
handle. here are two other igures that have 
been created in this way: that in ill. 10, sold by 
van grecken to guiart in 1966, and another i 
saw in van grecken’s collection in 2003. 
equally interesting is the sculpture in ill. 16. it 
combines meanings found in asmat and western 
culture in a highly original way. in vertical posi-
tion, it can be seen as a praying mantis in a style 
reminiscent of asmat art. in this art the praying 
mantis is a head-hunting symbol, perhaps be-
cause the female sometimes eats the head of the 
male during or straight after mating (gerbrands, 
1967: 30). in horizontal position, the piece de-
picts anthropomorphic creatures positioned for 
oral sex in the 69 position. and in english, oral 
sex is conceptualised as ‘eating’ one’s partner, as 
satirised in linda Jaivin’s book eat me.23
play games with those who might be interested 
in acquiring them. it is as if he had asked him-
self: what strange features never found on new 
guinea artworks can i give these carvings before 
potential collectors will recognise them as not 
genuine? in group a there is the sado-masochis-
tic surrealist igure in ill. 9; and in group b the 
standing female igure displaying its vulva in ill. 
19 and the sculpture that is both a praying man-
tis and two lovers in the 69 position in ill. 16.
he most plausible explanation as to why 
anyone would make such carvings and ofer 
them to collectors as genuine new guinea ar-
tworks is that the carver was attempting a hoax – 
was trying to see whether putative connoisseurs 
could tell genuine new guinea woodcarvings 
from parodies of them. he hoax succeeded, 
probably beyond the artist’s wildest expecta-
tions. however, unlike other hoaxers, he has 
never made his deception public. 
his essay places on the public record the dis-
tinctive pieces carved by the mystery hoaxer while 
those caught up in the hoax are still alive. i think 
it was the philosopher David hume who distin-
guished between mistakes that are illuminating 
and those that are not. kaufmann (7. february 
2006, personal communication) has pointed out 
to me that guiart’s assumption that the pieces 
he published in 1967 are genuine, unusually 
22. some of the other superb « skull rack » headrests, possibly by the same hand as that in friede’s book, are published in 
schmitz (n.d., plate 53); conru (1999, nr 33); and sotheby’s (2000, lot 17). he only other ladle of the same design as 
that in friede’s book i am aware of is illustrated in kaeppler, kaufmann, and newton (1997, ill. 638).
23. he sexual interpretation of the sculpture was pointed out to me by van grecken when we viewed it together at his home. 
illustration 15. – 
where abouts 
unknown; law-
son’s sale, 22. June 
1987, lot 102. 






(© photo harry 
beran in 1987)
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he said that he had obtained the carving in 
ill. 1 directly from mel ward, those in ills 2, 
3, 6 and 7 directly from ernest wauchope and 
those in ills 4 and 5 directly from col. wood-
man, as indicated by him to guiart at the time 
of their sale. he object in ill. 8, ex franz wer-
ner, he bought at the sale of this man’s collec-
tion at lawson’s on 3. December 1958; he still 
has the sales catalogue. hat in ill. 9, ex captain 
godenev, he obtained through an intermediary. 
hat in ill. 15 he obtained from homas slimon 
(or slimmon), a sydney collector, and that in 
ill. 16 from aldo massola, once a curator at the 
museum of victoria.25 he did not tell me the 
source(s) of the carvings in ills 13, 14, 17, 18, 
and 19. he nmaao catalogue card for the object 
in ill. 12 records that he had obtained it from 
woodman. he cards for the objects in ills 10 
and 11 do not record from whom van grecken 
had obtained them and i did not try to get this 
information from him.26 
when i interviewed van grecken in november 
2005, i assumed that woodman and wauchope 
formed their collections entirely in new guinea 
and was, therefore, puzzled as to how some hoax 
pieces had entered them, later to be sold to van 
grecken. van grecken has ofered a possible ex-
planation regarding woodman. he was present 
when woodman bought new guinea artworks 
at the sale of the franz werner collection in 
sydney on 3. December 1958. in woodman’s 
letter to peter white, dated, 1 January 1969, he 
does indeed mention buying such pieces at law-
son’s but without giving a date.27 
he identity of the hoaxer
van grecken, the vendor of the nineteen ob-
jects discussed, was born in 1924 and has been 
interested in new guinea artworks since his 
twenties. he is a highly talented and versatile 
craftsman, artist, and designer. for the last few 
years, as a hobby, he has been making knives with 
handles of the inest materials and ine swords in 
the samurai style. he undoubtedly has the skill 
to make new guinea pastiches. for much of his 
life he has created surrealist drawings and pain-
tings saturated with sexual themes in a highly 
personal style.24 hese themes parallel those in 
some of the carvings discussed. he is an archi-
tect who, in the 1960s, designed and built an 
innovative shell house (that is, a house without 
internal walls) with an elliptical roof. later he 
designed and built a steam-driven, low-pollu-
tion sports car that was featured at the sydney 
motor show in 1972.
however, while all this explains why van grec-
ken has been suspected of making new gui-
nea pastiches, it does not prove that he has. in 
november 2005, i told him the basics of the 
above story. he following is a summary of his 
response, given to me in a number of interviews.
he totally rejects the claim that he has carved 
the objects in ills 1 to 19. he also mentioned 
that he could not create a convincing false pati-
na on new guinea pastiches because he sufers 
from a type of colour-blindness.
illustration 16. – van grecken collection; lawson’s sale, 22. June 1987, lot 96 (not sold). approx. 45 cm 
long. ex aldo massola collection. asmat, sculpture of igures making love (© photo harry beran in 1987)
24. a selection of his pen and ink drawings has been published as a book (van grecken, 1986).
25.  as already noted, woodman did not think the items in ills 4 and 5 had come from his collection. i have no evidence 
to resolve the conlict between woodman’s and van grecken’s statements.
26. in one way or another, i have seen evidence of the existence of all those named, except homas slimon, but i have no 
reason to doubt that he also existed.
27. his letter is part of the correspondence already mentioned.
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from guiart’s essays and exhibition catalogue, 
from the exhibition catalogue by bataille et al., 
and in lawson’s auction catalogue, is of course 
incorrect. 
here are other hoax new guinea pieces pro-
duced by the same hand as the nineteen car-
vings illustrated here and which appear to have 
come from van grecken’s collection. however, 
the views expressed in this essay are intended 
to apply only to these nineteen carvings. other 
new guinea pieces sold by van grecken over the 
years have to be judged on their individual me-
rits as he has sold numerous genuine woodcar-
vings from the south paciic and still has many 
authentic pieces in his collection at the time of 
writing. as to the « ceremonial lime stick » sold 
by sotheby’s in 1987, van grecken is most em-
phatic that it is a genuine new guinea artwork 
from woodman’s collection.28 
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Ornament from a Flute Figure ». He notes that « [s]ome scholars claim that it is of relatively recent origin, while others see 
it as one of the great examples of nineteenth-century, small-scale Sepik sculpture ». he reader could be forgiven for reading 
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lime stick », it had already been published in Rubin (1984, Vol. 1: 47) as a « hair ornament from a lute igure ». 
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Illustration, UK; Lawson’s sale, 22. 
June 1987, Lot 101. 25 cm high. 
Humboldt Bay, lute stopper (© photo 
Harry Beran in 1987)
Illustration 19. – Private Australian 
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1987, Lot 95. Approx. 19 cm high. 
Humboldt Bay, ancestral female fertility 
igure (© the collector in 2006)
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